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About This Game

A Virtual Reality Cricket Game for the HTC Vive that emerges you right in the heart of the cricketing action. You find yourself
in the middle facing a variety of bowlers from fast paced seam to off spin and leg spin as you try to hit a record score and join

the Honours Board.

Play against friends in this immersive environment taking it in turns to out do each others scores.

Features include:

- Village, County and International options for difficulty levels
- Slow, Medium, Fast Medium, Fast, Off Spin and Leg Spin bowling options

- In game crowd noise and reaction to shots
- Digital score board showing latest scores

- Honours board showing all time highest scores
- Separate view for friends watching on a screen that shows bowling MPH, strike rate, team total etc...

- Left and Right hand settings
- Varying speed, line and length from each bowler

A very enjoyable and realistic batting challenge for any cricket fan with more features being added all the time. The game
makes use of the HTC Vive's hand held controllers to put a realistic bat in your hands so you feel like you're actually batting,

rather than playing a computer game with a traditional controller.
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Title: Balls! Virtual Reality Cricket
Genre: Sports
Developer:
Karl Binder, David Nestoruk
Publisher:
stickee
Release Date: 7 Feb, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10, 64 bit

Graphics: GTX 970 and above

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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WHY IS THIS GAME SO HARD TO FIND ON THE STEAM STORE!!
In other news, yes this game is in development, I fell in love with the character design, yes my played time is nihilistic,
butt\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing christ they got ALIENS THAT ARE NON CONFORMISTIC, I.E. Only SLIGHTLY
resembling anything vaguely human! The Elcor from Mass Effect acted more human than these \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ers!
I LOVE IT!
Give these people your money if you value your humanity, I may be a xenophile, but at least I have good taste. ;). This product
is so bad it's a scam.

It's worthless for gaming and education. It's riddled with bugs. The "help" files are links to Wikipedia pages about real life (if
you don't crash). There are a number of screens and windows that require obscure workarounds to even operate, and often
"forget" the things you've done. Windows you're working in randomly close. Values randomly change. Other world leaders offer
you contracts that they can't fulfill, and reject the contract after you accept it. Notices from advisors are substanceless and
repetitive - they do not have dialogue options that are meaningful, and you are still left with just as much information as you had
before. There is no history of your actions, or previous values for anything. Some screens won't even display the correct current
values. You cannot expedite the passing of laws even in the worst autocratic nations, and people will revolt while it's being
passed for three weeks.

This game is a J-O-K-E. If it were implemented in a spreadsheet instead, and free, I might play it at work for like five minutes
or so. This is awful and I want my money back because the developer doesn't deserve it. This isn't even something one
department or a couple of people could be responsible for. It takes the fail of multiple departments to create something this bad,
and then charge $50 for it. They probably also fired the few competent people they did have working there, just before they
realized they did still need them.

Other things you can do with $50:
Dinner and drinks for yourself and a date <3
Order pizza for a large group of friends
Buy three or four better indie games
Pay your internet bill
Send your mother flowers
Movie tickets for four
Drive to Denver and back
Buy a mouse that lists the amount of DPI on the box in bold letters because it has the most of them
...

Do you see what you've taken? This represents an entire day's work for most of us. I want recompense for this, for all of us, and
I have a solution: Customer Service. All of you (especially upper management) will provide telephone customer service for your
game. We will call you and ask you "Hi, how many more dog catchers do I need to prevent the Cat Lovers Society from
revolting?", or "Whassa wi qua you *hiccup* and *jarbled static* ha ha right?", or "I'm trying to initiate a trade embargo on
India and I need a graph of global imports and exports overlayed for the following commoditites...", and you will
administratively access our game clients and provide this information to us in real time. Also, if you could just turn the pages of
the newspaper for me that would be really helpful.. It's like Serious Sam if instead of being Serious he was Silly.. THIS GAME
IS FREAKIN AWESOME!!!
ENUFF SAID!

(Here is some gameplay footage, but it does the actual game no justice... it's so much more scary inside the VR headset)

Empty Town Vr Game Play. I like Jam Studio VR most because you don\u2019t have to have any musical skill or ability;
it\u2019s great for all levels. Especially for those kids who are a little nervous at first, they try it and they love it! So I think it
really opens their mind up to not only this but other possibilities of what they can do if they jump into something and try it. And
it\u2019s great because it\u2019s not that competitive - they\u2019re doing it on their own and as they want, so it\u2019s not a
competition and it\u2019s not intimidating for them to get into it. It\u2019s also a great incentive and motivator because they
really love it and want to do it.
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Lisa Geonnotti, Team Lead \u2013 3-5th Grade Gateway Academy
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I used two hours to finish, and I was looking for DLC

+ eyes candy
+ optional nude module (check community hub)
+ interesting game system (qix clone)
+ lovely trading cards
- controller not support. Local only, game has no community and its day 2 :(. YES finally games like Trine get good copy's
hahahahahahahahahaHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA nope.
This game dose everything in the execution wrong what is possible. It didn't even took me long to notice the bad taste that i hat
on my tong wen i played with the game around. you have 7 guys with different ability and for many jobs you need that 1
guys\/ability? the would environment screamed at you that you need for this puzzle that ability? fight animation like a flash
game made by one guy? really? REALLY?
it just was so **** boring that i didn't feel like experiment around. it was more like finding the Right key from 7 every time, not
something interesting to try for you.
try Trine\/Trine 2 and skip that one.. I love point & click adventures and I don't mind a mediocre one noew and again, but this ...
+ decent voice acting (even if the accents seem overdone at times)
- both characters are utterly unlikable and without depth. If you're going to have two characters, why make them both egoistical
a***holes?
- PC\/NPC actions and interactions not at all believable.
- slooow story. Maybe it picks up later, but 5 hours in it's just plain boring
- puzzles, what there is of them, don't make sense at all. The game is utterly linear, you can't even pick up items until you've
progressed to exactly the right point. Good puzzles seem logical after the fact, if not before, here it's just one WTF moment
after the other. Also, having solved them, you should feel some sense of achievement, but in this game the tasks are just too
mundane for that.

I'm not at all sure if I'll be able to bring myself to finish this ... stay away.. Good sound, good graphics and drives well too. With
a throttlewheel with 39 notches, the train is very controlable.
It just feels smooth driving this train. It doesn't lunge forward with like some other locs do when cranking up the throttle.

Braking is also great. And again, it sounds awesome.. I would have to say that this is one of the better games out there. Yes it is
grindy, but it is well worth it. I would totally recommend this game to the gamers that are into real survival games. I am sure
there will be some more changes in the future and it is my belief that this game can only get better. Have fun!!
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